
How Boundaries are Developed (Lesson 3) 

I. Boundary Development 

1. The _________________________________is your ally to repairing your present and ensuring a better future. 

2. Boundary development is an ongoing process, yet its most crucial stages are ____________________________. 

3. Parent need to take part in helping their children____________________________________________ what 

God intended for them to be and help them reach that goal. 

4. Boundaries develop in _____________________________________________________ that you can perceive. 

5. Our most basic need is to be connected to or to have _______________________________________________; 

to have a spiritual and emotional home. 

6. Attachment is the foundation of the _____________________________________________________________. 

7. The very first developmental task of infant is to bond with their parents.  Foundational to this bond is ________ 

____________________________________________________. 

8. The second developmental task for infant moving into the toddler years is ______________________________, 

or independence. 

9. Parents have two tasks associated with their child learning to “no”.  First, their child needs to _______________ 

to say no which encourages them to develop their own boundaries. 

10.  Second, parents need to teach their child to _______________________________________others’ boundaries. 

11. Eric Erickson describes ______________________________________________ that every child goes through.  

As parents we need to help our child adjust their boundaries as they enter and go through each stage. 

12. 1. New born through infancy- the goal is trust.  2. 1-4 Toddlers – the goal is autonomy.  3. Preschool age – the 

goal is ___________________ – exploration.  4. School Age – the goal is ________________________________– 

finding purpose in rule and limits. 

13. 5. Adolescent age – the goal is i_____________________________________ – answer the question “who am I?” 

6. Young Adulthood – the goal is _________________________.  7. Middle Adulthood – the goal is___________. 

8. Older Adulthood – the goal is _____________________________ and satisfaction.  

II Boundary Injuries:  What Goes Wrong 

14. Boundary problems are _______________________________________in thousands of encounters with others, 

as well as in our own nature and personality. 

15 Generally, the ______________________ and more severe the injury, the deeper the boundary problem will be. 

16. Boundaries are built on the __________________________________ and confront situation encountered in life. 

17. When developing your child boundaries, it crucial that their _________________________________________, 

their practicing, their experimentation not result in a withdrawal of love by the adults. 

18 Parents need to stay __________________________________to their child even when they disagree with them. 



19. When parents disconnect from their misbehaving child instead of staying connect and dealing with the problem, 

_____________________________________________________________ is misrepresented. 

20. When parents pull away from their child, in essence they are practicing _________________________________ 

and  _________________________________________________________________. 

21. When parent tell their children “it hurts us when you are angry”, they are make the child ___________________ 

for their emotional health – the child becomes the parent. 

22. When children feel parents withdraw, they readily believe they are ____________________________________. 

23. The opposite is also true, when parents become hostile toward a child desire for independence, children feel 

pressured into “___________________________________________________” behaviors and boundaries. 

24. When parents punish their children for his ______________________________________________, the child 

will usually retreat into hurt and resentments. 

25. ______________________________________ is the art of teaching children self-control by using consequences. 

26. Hostility toward our children usually results one of two things; they become _____________________________ 

in others’ lives because they can’t say no.  

27.  Or, they react outwardly and become ______________________________________ just like the hostile parent. 

28. _______________________________________________ occurs when otherwise loving parents try to protect 

their children from making mistakes by having too strict rules and limits. 

29. Once again the opposite is true if the boundaries are too lax and the parents are distant, the child can become 

an____________________________________________________________________ person. 

30. __________________________________________ send conflicting messages to our child causing boundary 

confusion.  Alcoholism would be an example. 

31.  A ____________________________________________ is an intensely painful emotional experience that is a 

character pattern rather than a learned problem that can caused serious boundary problem. 

32. Traumas like death of parent, divorce or abuse damage two central foundations necessary for boundary 

development __________________________________ and _________________________________ their lives. 

33. Our own _____________________________________________________ contribute to boundary development. 

34. Our own _____________________________________________________________ contributes to boundary 

development from which only Christ can deliver us. 

 

 


